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I attended the GIA Symposium in Carlsbad, California. GIA 
puts on these industry gatherings every so often to update 
the industry on all things gemological and this year a Harvard 
Business School business track was added. Although I’ve been 
in the jewelry industry a long time, I am not a gemologist 
by training, but it is fair to say that I’ve picked up enough 
knowledge and information over the past forty years to be 
considered competently knowledgeable.  But, the reality is 
we should never stop learning and Symposium brought that 
opportunity to many.

The business side of the Symposium was excellent. Harvard 
Business School is renowned for its case study method of 
teaching and learning. It is best described by the University in 
its own words as follows:

“Pioneered by HBS faculty and one of the highlights 
of the HBS experience, the case method is a profound 
educational innovation that presents the greatest challenges 
confronting leading companies, nonprofits, and government 
organizations—complete with the constraints and incomplete 
information found in real business issues—and places the 
student in the role of the decision maker. There are no simple 
solutions; yet through the dynamic process of exchanging 
perspectives, countering and defending points, and building 
on each other’s ideas, students become adept at analyzing 
issues, exercising judgment, and making difficult decisions—
the hallmarks of skillful leadership. “

There were several cases discussed and included the likes of 
Apple, Commerce Bank, and Hublot. Attendees were given 
the option of participating for an HBS certificate program or to 
just attend and listen to the back and forth of the “students” 
and the HBS instructors. It was gratifying to see so many of 
our younger jewelry generation members participating in the 
certification group.

The ultimate objective of the sessions was to develop or at least 
to understand leadership skills (vision, inspiration, and passion) 
among the participants. The Hublot case was one where the 
principal character was Jean Claude Biver. Biver purchased 
the defunct Hublot watch company for the grand sum total of 
$16,000 and turned it into a $50 million enterprise over time. 
His accomplishment was enormous. 

It came about because Biver possessed a number of 
important strengths:
• He was on a quest for the best - Passion
• Demanding • A builder of community
• Inspirational • Open to new ideas
• Tolerant of failure • A rewarder of performance
• Expected your best if not perfection
• Curiosity and understanding why?

On the other side of the coin he was or could be:
• Unpredictable • Threatening          • Heavy handed
• Domineering • Have volcanic reactions

When I think back over my career, I can identify many of 
these traits for industry leaders I have known or for whom I’ve 
worked. They include Richard Krementz, Krementz & Co., Fred 
Levinger, Colibri., Lyman Wood, ArtCarved, JR Wood., John 
Tassie and Doc Petty, Lenox China & Crystal. And Joe Siegel 
and Barry Diller, QVC. Each of these men had some or many of 
the identified characteristics.

In creating their leadership model, each focused on creating a 
difference in the minds of their customers as to what the product 
or business meant or what it stood for. With Hublot it was Biver’s 
vision/passion to go against the current, to be different and 
be unique, to be first. Perhaps, it was Biver’s statements: “Art 
is Eternal.” Or, “Identity in a box.” Or, as the Beatles made 
famous in their hit song, ”All you need is love.” Each of these 
statements Biver believed characterized Hublot differently from 
all of the other watches with whom he competed. Each of these 
statements Biver used to differentiate Hublot from the older, 
tradition bound Swiss watch companies and products.

In watching several videos on U-Tube after Symposium, I saw 
Biver talk about what made him different. His passion drove him 
to be different. He said: “He was a fighter and he never gives 
up.” He also said, “ You have to be patient.” He passionately 
talked about innovation and creativity and his desire to make 
his products different so that consumers want to buy them. 
He talked of excitement and curiosity, emotions and dreams 
as part of his equation leading to market success. Hublot he 
stated became an “inaccessible” luxury brand. By making it 
inaccessible he made Hublot a success.

These were important leadership take-aways for the session 
attendees. Learning to look for differences in the product, in 
its positioning, in its marketing materials are important keys for 
manufacturers, and retailers alike.  Having the passion and drive 
to continue despite mistakes and going against the current and 
generally held beliefs. These are the hallmarks of leadership. 

My hope is these principles will have made an 
impression on the attendees and that they will 
be reflected in the years to come in their work.

By Frank Dallahan

Frank Dallahan

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

GIA SYMPOSIUM REVISITED
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I don’t know about you, 
but the more I buy online, 
the more I miss shopping 

in stores. Sure, online offers 
convenience when buying 

some consumer goods but, 
I like speaking with the sales 

person to learn about an 
item, browsing through the 
store’s offerings and when 

I find something I like, I 
actually want to take it home 
with me instead of waiting for 

it to be shipped to me.

All the jewelry in the universe is available online but, the vast majority of 
fine jewelry is still sold in stores. So, it seems that if most consumers of 
fine jewelry are like me, and they are in your store, they want to take their 
purchase home with them. But, are you giving them a big enough, broad 
enough selection to find something they want now? Are you and your sales 
staff familiar enough with the item so you can romance it when showing it 
to the customer?

When you’re buying for the store, use your heart as well as your brain. Take 
a chance on some new, exciting pieces you wouldn’t ordinarily carry. You 
might be pleasantly surprised. In clothing stores black blouses and white 
shirts are the biggest sellers but, how often would you go in that store if 
they only show black blouses and white shirts?

Take time to speak with your manufacturers’ sales representatives. They can 
be a wealth of information on not only their line but trends, best-sellers and 
promotional ideas.

Wait, before you jump to stock balancing if an item doesn’t sell right away. 
Think about this: of all your customers how long does it take for them all to 
cycle through your store? Maybe, a year? Really, how many come in every 
month? So, when a piece doesn’t sell in two months it simply means the 
majority of your customers haven’t seen it yet. And if ultimately, it doesn’t 
sell remember people love sales. And sales bring in business at off times.

A CASE FOR
STOCKING UP
How often would you shop at a store if you frequently heard “we can get it for you”? 
If you’re not keeping an adequate inventory, that is precisely what your customers are 
hearing from you.

By Andrew Kohler

Andrew Kohler

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Andy@theRetailJeweler.com

Remember “unseen is unsold”. 
You can’t sell what you don’t have.
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In their 2017 poll, Gallup identified that 
a whopping 67% of American workers 
are DIS-engaged! This means that only 
33% are actively engaged.
 

ARE YOU IN THE

DIS-ENGAGEMENT
BUSINESS?

Which are you? This is a question that is extremely personal. The position you 
hold is irrelevant--from part-time to full-time, hourly or salaried, sales or support 
or bench, leader or follower. Are you engaged? Are you disengaged? Are you 
simply existing?

The 3-C’s of Engagement
Actively disengaged members of a team are Conspirators. They are choosing 
to negate everything that the team is trying to accomplish. They cause conflict, 
criticize and blame—and make their own goals a priority, rather than those of the 
team. A team member who outwardly refuses to take on a task, battles others 
over sales, refuses to rise from their chair to greet a customer, or who comes in 
consistently late would be classified this way.

An existing member is Complacent. This person does what is expected, but often 
finger-points and gossips about others, all the while hoping that the other person 
gets the message. They do what is minimally necessary to keep their job, but lack 
enthusiasm, drive or positive energy. 

Finally, the actively engaged person is Committed. They are always looking at 
opportunities rather than obstacles, and their happiness and joy are radiant. They 
enjoy helping their teammates succeed and thrive on delivering results to their 
customer and the business.

Why Does It Matter? 
Aside from the obvious answer—your success is determined by it—there are many 
other reasons. Perhaps the most visible of those are: personal and organizational 
health, stress, customer experience, productivity and profits, personal income and 
success, and team dynamics. 

Let’s face it—disengaged and existing people clearly demonstrate their disinterest 
to the customer through their lackluster energy and dismissive attitudes. They 
may think that they don’t but look at any engaged employee and you will notice 
distinct differences in their energy level, happiness, positivity and passion for what 
they are doing—and how they interact with customers. 

And this negativity is contagious. Disengaged employees infect customers, who in 
turn become disengaged. They stop coming to the store. They stop buying from 
you and they turn to a professional to fix their symptoms—your competitor! 

If you are experiencing anything other than active engagement, why? What is it that 
you are looking for that is not happening? What role are you taking in fixing this?

Continued to Pg 16

By Susan Arlin

Wow. 

What does this mean for you and your 
team? Are you engaged? Are they? What 
does it even mean to be engaged?

Gallup defines engaged as people 
who ‘love their jobs and make their 
organization and America better every 
day.’ Compare this to disengaged people 
who ‘are miserable at work and destroy 
what most engaged employees build.’ 

The results of the poll were as follows:

67%

33%

actively  
engaged.

DIS-engaged

33%
 of 

the American 
workforce are 
‘engaged’

51%  
are ‘existing’

16%  
are actively 

‘disengaged
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If you are the leader of the team, in order to have a team that 
is engaged, YOU have to be in the engagement business. This 
requires identifying that your team is your FIRST customer. 
How are you engaging them? Even if you are not the leader, 
this requirement is still the same: The team is your FIRST 
customer. How are you engaging the other members of the 
team, including the leader?

Consider this—the simple way that you are communicating 
with your individual team members may be a cause of their 
disengagement. Understanding WHO is on your team and 
being able to speak, direct, create, invite, and share in a 
manner that is specific to that person may be the one thing 
that flips that switch from disengaged to engaged. 

Ask yourself these questions to help identify if this could be a 
part of your team’s disengagement:
•  Do you get frustrated when your staff or team mate doesn’t 

take initiative, and has to be led or directed with specific 
instructions?

•  Do you find that your communications are met with 
defensiveness or negativity?

•  Do you hesitate to even talk to a specific person on your 
team because you KNOW it’s not going to be received well, 
and they will find a way to argue or disagree with you?

•  Are certain people on your team unwilling to interact, and 
just want to be left alone, with their head down doing tasks?

You may be making a basic mistake when dealing with your team 
and applying a ‘one-size fits all’ approach—expecting everyone 
to be like you. People are complicated. In their Everything 
DiSC® assessment tool, Wiley identifies four quadrants that 
personalities fall into.

Learning to communicate across lines can solve a LOT of 
problems in the workplace. People vary on two general 
spectrums: the speed at which they operate (action versus 
stability) and the interactions that they prefer (independent 
challenge or collaboration).  No one style is better than another. 
They are simply different. Awareness of these differences 
allows the members of a team to capitalize on the strengths of 
the individuals. It also minimizes the perceptions that may be 
leading to disengagement. Think: “So and so doesn’t like me, 
and I can’t seem to do anything right”. This may be as simple 
as a person with a strong D style (fast paced, action oriented, 
results driven) not recognizing that the person with a strong S 
style (collaborative, harmony seeking, cautious) needs to be 
reinforced and communicated with in a less directive or blunt 
way. Learning to communicate more effectively with others on 
your team may result in their being more engaged. How much 
better would YOU operate if others were able to communicate 
with YOU more appropriately? 

While there are many reasons for disengagement, more often 
than not it comes down to how valuable the person feels. If 
they feel useless, powerless, disrespected or demeaned in 
any way, engagement falls. While you have no control over 
how another person chooses to act, you certainly have control 
over how YOU act. Understand that you may not have all the 
information necessary to impact your team members in the 
best way. Consider that they may have a different style than 
yours and drive engagement. 

If you are the leader, consider what actions you have taken to 
drive engagement. In the end however, the ultimate questions 
must be asked: If a team member falls into the disengaged 
category, how much are they costing your business? Is it time 
to get rid of the disease that is infecting your team?

If you are the team member, with the holiday season looming 
large, ask yourself, am I in the dis-engagement business, or the 
engagement business? Check your attitude. Take ownership of 
your behaviors and make a choice to engage yourself, your 
team mates, and your customers! Drive business results, rather 
than driving business away. 

Susan Arlin 

Susan Arlin is a staff and leadership development 
specialist in the jewelry industry.  With over 30 
years of experience in the jewelry industry, and a 
Master’s Degree in Organizational Behavior, her 
specialty lies in developing groups of individuals 
into high-performance teams. Her company, 
Brilliant Performance Group, LLC™ https://www.
brilliantgrp.com is dedicated maximizing the 
return from your most important asset—your 

team.  To contact Susan directly to discuss how your team can improve, 
email her at susan@brilliantgrp.com.  

ARE YOU IN THE SHARE THIS 
WITH YOUR 

TEAMDIS-ENGAGEMENT BUSINESS?
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CONTENT THAT TELLS

YOUR STORY MEANS BUILDING TRUST

When you know your 
customers well, conversation 
is simple. You probably begin 
by asking what’s happening 
in their life, and before you 
know it, you’re sharing stories 
and deepening your already 
authentic relationship. It’s that 
feeling that richens brand 
loyalty, trust in your team and 
experience, and a desire to 
advocate for your brand.

But how you tell stories, share 
information, and build your 
brand to be known as the 
expert is critically important. 
It will grow your placement 
in increasingly competitive 
search results. It will change 
how your clients position you: 
as a retailer versus an expert. 
And if done well, a content 
strategy will generate more 
interest in what you sell, 
driving revenue and ROI on 
your time. To continue on our 
topic from the previous Retail 
Jeweler edition,  
consider this:

By Anne Drummond

Anne Drummond 

Anne Drummond is the Senior Creative Director for Advance 360, 
a digital marketing firm based in New York.  Advance 360 has a 
concentration in the jewelry industry, offering creative and data 
driven strategies for retail jewelers and wholesalers.
Reach Anne at adrummond@advance360.com or check us 
out at https://www.advance360.com/jewelry-industry.

 
 
 
60% of your audience will look for the product after reading about it, and 90% 
report finding it useful. 
Does that mean you need to buy advertorials in all of your traditional print placements? 
No. It means you should be looking at Google reviews, sites that recommend your 
products, and putting testimonials on your site. It means that you need to be thinking 
about partners that can describe your product to their audiences, expanding your reach. 
Get guerilla, get grass roots. This is about uncovering opportunities, not painting 
marketing efforts with broad strokes. 

  

70% of your audience says that engaging with your content makes them feel 
closer to your brand. 
It’s proven: the more interactive the method, the more reward you’ll reap. Plan to mix 
your media so that you engage as many of the senses as you can. Make it a sensory 
experience: audio (podcast), graphic (design/artwork).  

All of this activity is centered on generating trust among those you know, and 
positioning as the expert with those you don’t.  Your content will benefit you in your 
Search efforts, but more than that—in consumer sentiment.  

 

Content that Tells Your Story Means Building Trust 
 

When you know your customers well, conversation is simple. You probably begin by 
asking what’s happening in their life, and before you know it, you’re sharing stories and 
deepening your already authentic relationship. It’s that feeling that richens brand loyalty, 
trust in your team and experience, and a desire to advocate for your brand. 

But how you tell stories, share information, and build your brand to be known as the 
expert is critically important. It will grow your placement in increasingly competitive 
search results. It will change how your clients position you: as a retailer versus an 
expert. And if done well, a content strategy will generate more interest in what you sell, 
driving revenue and ROI on your time.  To continue on our topic from the previous 
Retail Jeweler edition, consider this: 

  

78% of marketers believe that custom content is the future of marketing. 
Start small. Create a single infographic and an accompanying article. Position them 
appropriately on your website. Then pull graphic elements from the infographic into 
digital ad units, targeted to the clientele most impacted by that statistic. Link back to the 
full article and watch what happens.  

 

 
 

 of marketers believe that custom content is the future of 
marketing.78%

Start small. Create a single infographic and an accompanying article. Position them 
appropriately on your website. Then pull graphic elements from the infographic into 
digital ad units, targeted to the clientele most impacted by that statistic. Link back to the 
full article and watch what happens. 

of your audience will look for the product after reading about it, 
and 90% report finding it useful.60%

Does that mean you need to buy advertorials 
in all of your traditional print placements? 
No. It means you should be looking at 
Google reviews, sites that recommend your 
products, and putting testimonials on your 
site. It means that you need to be thinking 
about partners that can describe your 
product to their audiences, expanding your 
reach. Get guerilla, get grass roots. This is 
about uncovering opportunities, not painting 
marketing efforts with broad strokes.

of your audience says that engaging with your content makes 
them feel closer to your brand.70%

It’s proven: the more interactive the method, 
the more reward you’ll reap. Plan to mix 
your media so that you engage as many 
of the senses as you can. Make it a sensory 
experience: audio (podcast), graphic 
(design/artwork). 

All of this activity is centered on generating 
trust among those you know, and positioning 
as the expert with those you don’t. Your 
content will benefit you in your Search efforts, but more than that—in consumer sentiment. 
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If you read my previous installment about surveillance systems, 
you learned that remote video access, enhanced imaging 
techniques, and other monitoring capabilities are providing 
more opportunities to apprehend criminals. Nevertheless, 
even with such improvements in technology, there remains a 
human element which is needed to properly install and operate 
the system so it will work effectively.

This is even more true for burglar alarm systems used at jewelry 
businesses.

The true measure of effectiveness for any jeweler’s burglar 
alarm protection is how reliable and timely a potential 
alarm condition notification is received by the alarm system 
monitoring facility. Additionally, a notification needs to result 
in an immediate dispatch of an authorized individual to 
thoroughly investigate the source of the potential alarm signal. 
What this means is that burglar alarm systems on their own 
do not stop burglars. The individuals and actions mentioned 
above are essential for stopping burglaries. Before diving in 
to the technical aspects of alarm systems, it’s important to 
examine the human element first.

What does it mean to “thoroughly investigate” 
the source of a potential alarm signal?

This includes a careful investigation of both the exterior and 
interior of the protected property. 

Too often burglars have successfully attacked jewelry 
operations by gaining unauthorized access unobserved, either 
through the roof or via adjacent premises (which is usually 
unprotected). Without visible signs of forced entry and their 
not having keys to the jeweler’s operation, the response 
agent dispatched to investigate the signal (i.e. local law 
enforcement or an Underwriters Laboratories (UL) Central 
Station guard) is unable to inspect the interior of the jewelry 
operation. Therefore, the jeweler or their authorized associate 
needs to respond to every alarm signal in order to allow the 
response agent access, otherwise any burglary in progress 
could continue unabated. An alternative solution would be to 
provide the response agent with keys.

What is the primary objective of a monitored 
burglar alarm system?

Above all else, when the system is ‘armed,’ the purpose is to 
identify unauthorized entry at the earliest possible opportunity.
The quicker the monitoring facility operator is notified, the 
quicker the appropriate response agent provided with keys 
can be dispatched to thoroughly investigate the source of the 
signal and any burglary-in-progress can be disrupted.

This reliable and timely response is only possible when the 
integrity of the alarm communication channel or path between 
the jeweler’s protected premises and their burglar alarm 
system’s monitoring facility is working correctly. This path is a 
critical component to the effectiveness of the protection that a 
burglar alarm system intends to provide.

PEOPLE OR 
TECHNOLOGY? 
WHAT MAKES  
AN EFFECTIVE  
ALARM SYSTEM

By David Sexton

New technologies are making what was once science fiction 
a reality for security applications at jewelry businesses. 
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How has technology improved alarm systems for 
jewelers?

Because the alarm communication channel or path can be 
subject to both advertent and inadvertent outage, line security 
systems have been developed to reduce this vulnerability. 
Line security, or line supervision, therefore is an indispensable 
element of a jeweler’s burglar alarm system, as it assures the 
ongoing integrity of this critical communication link between 
the jeweler’s protected premises and their burglar alarm 
system’s monitoring facility.

Changes in alarm communication technology now allow 
jewelers almost anywhere in the United States burglar alarm 
system solutions that were not available in many areas of the 
country as few as 15 years ago. The ubiquitous presence of 
the internet has allowed jewelers almost everywhere, burglar 
alarm communication solutions on par with those only formerly 
available in major US cities just a few years ago. 

The proliferation of this technology is due in part to the UL 
Burglar Alarm Certificate Program, which is recommended 
for every jeweler. This program provides performance-based 
standards that assure the intended operation of the installed 
system over the life of the issued certificate. A UL third-party 
field audit program, and an annual inspection of every installed 
system, as well as a substantive service and maintenance 
agreement all help to assure that a jeweler’s UL-certified 
burglar alarm will perform as intended when it is needed most.
The program provides Central Station (CS) and Mercantile (MR) 
type system certificates. The former provides for dispatching 
a guard response to investigate alarm signals received during 
the ‘armed’ period, as well as the supervision of the openings 
and closings of the protected property. The latter does not. 

Under the program, required signals for the type of system 
may be sent by 
• a Single Signal Path
• 2) Dual Signal Paths 
• (3) More than two signal paths.

When a UL-certified burglar alarm is monitored during the 
“armed’ period, the monitoring facility will conduct a cycle 
of check-ins with the protected premises to make sure the 
protected premises is OK. When a jeweler has a UL-certified 
CS burglar alarm system, any disruption in this communication 
path check-in cycle is treated as an alarm condition by the UL 
monitoring facility.

With a Single Signal Path, all required signals are sent on the 
same path. Line security check-in time when the burglar alarm 

system is “armed” would be once every 200 seconds.

With a Dual Signal Path, each path may have the same or a 
different level of path supervision and each path monitors the 
other and sends a trouble signal when the other is down. Line 
supervision check-in time when the system is “armed” would 
be once every 360 seconds on the line security path(s). 

Alternate Primary only refers to burglar alarm systems with 
line security. The primary path would provide line security. 
The alternate path activates and only provides line security if 
the primary path should fail or otherwise become unavailable, 
and these systems may or may not be in a dual or single path 
configuration. Line supervision check-in time when the system 
is “armed” would be once every 360 seconds on one of the 
line security paths. 

Here’s an example of how line security works:

Given the inherent instability of supervised IP-based single 
communication paths due to servers being taken down 
for upgrades and/or maintenance resulting in a disruption 
of alarm communication, new UL-listed burglar alarm 
equipment has been developed to cost-effectively address 
this situation utilizing “adaptive technology.” These systems 
provide supervised primary path IP-based communication 
and alternate path cellular communication. In the event the 
primary path internet communication becomes unavailable 
during the ‘armed’ period, the alternate cellular path is 
activated and seamlessly adapts the line supervision check-
in rate for however long the primary communication remains 
unavailable. Once the primary path IP communication path is 
restored, the alternate cellular path reverts to its former role in 
the burglar alarm communication system. 

Once again, even with drastic improvements in 
technology, human interaction is still vital for alarm 
systems to combat criminal activity targeting 
jewelers. While the technology is complex — 

much more so than detailed above — using an alarm and 
alarm service company within the UL Burglar Alarm Certificate 
Program will help ensure that your business is taking advantage 
of all the capabilities offered by these new technologies.

David Sexton

David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention 
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company. 
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual 
is the only insurance company in the U.S. and 
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting 
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.

PEOPLE OR TECHNOLOGY? 
WHAT MAKES AN EFFECTIVE ALARM SYSTEM
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02 
Meredith Young

Beam me up with these geometric ear sparklers. Artist and 
designer Meredith Young, has always been in tuned with her 
creative vibration. Her love of sculpture and creating jewelry 
can been seen through out 
her one of kind collections. 
I love these Light Ray 18K 
yellow gold and princess 
cut diamond earrings.

Retail $4,280
435.901.0036

I know one day you will be designed into something super cool. Up above in jewelry world so 
high, you will sparkle brightly in the sky. Designers are incorporating stars, moons, spaceships, 
everything cosmic into their collections, creating fun and magical pieces. Celestial themed jewelry 
is everywhere and I love it!

{Twinkle twinkle little jewel}

01 
Anthony Lent

You know an Anthony Lent piece when you 
see one. This legendary fine jewelry designer 
has been skillfully creating the dreamiest 
pieces of jewelry for over 50 years. Joined 
now with his two sons, David and Max, this 
dynamite trio continues to bring us incredible 
detailed and magical work. I’m slightly 
obsessed with this large sterling silver moon 
face pendant with diamond accents.  

Retail $625
866.472.5699

04 
M.Spalten

Bold and unconventional, designer Melissa Spalten transforms 
her incredible imagination into modern fine jewelry. Inspired 
by the energy and vivid imagery of her hometown San 
Antonio, Texas, her designs are vibrant and full of life. This 
18K yellow gold bicolor pink 
tourmaline and diamond ring 
from the Starburst collection will 
sparkle across the hemisphere.  

Retail $4,250
mspalten@mspalten.com

By Jackie LeBental

03 
Adam Foster

A master craftsman, Adam Foster, takes technique to 
the next level. Drawing from his bachelor of Fine Arts 
in metalsmithing from the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago, Adam blends his passion for excellence into haute 
fine jewelry. The precision in each piece is truly a work of art. 
This handcrafted 18K yellow gold cuff with diamond accents 
from the Constellation collection is out of this world. 

Retail $13,500
314.771.3390

Jackie LeBental

Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands and retailers with personalized 
business solutions and extensive industry guidance. With over 10 years of sales management, growth driven results and passion for 
creative thinking she offers a fresh and honest approach to your business model. To contact Jackie for questions or a business analysis 
you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her on Instagram at Barriluxco. 
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06 
Sofia Zakia

When I first met Sofia a few years ago I was entranced by her 
mystical and symbolic style. Sofia takes you on an enchanting 
jewelry voyage through all 
of her handmade whimsical 
collections. This Tender 
Abduction UFO Necklace 
set with diamond and three 
shades of pink sapphires in 
14K yellow gold is sure to 
take you to far away places.

Retail $985
info@sofiazakia.com

07 
Super Bell

Super Bell is an industry leading manufacturer, who provides 
almost every style you can imagine. From current hot styles 
to classic bridal motifs, 
this design house makes 
it hard to narrow down 
what to have in your 
cases. This diamond 
crescent moon set in 14K 
yellow gold is one of the 
must haves for fall. 

Retail $900
213.362.2773

08 
Belle Etoile Jewelry

“Shine like the star you are” is Belle Etolie company slogan 
and it seems to fit perfectly with this Look Book theme. The 
collections are fun and on trend and perfect for travel. When 
I saw this Little Stars pastel bangle with multicolored pave 
stones set in rhodium-plated, nickel allergy-free sterling silver 
I knew it needed to be featured. I can just imagine stacking 
multiples of this sweet star bracelet on my wrist. 

Retail $225
415.626.9223

09 
Penny Preville

An icon in the jewelry industry for over 30 years, designer Penny Preville has a 
remarkable sense of what women want. Her feminine and wearable designs become 
signature pieces that women pass down through generations. Her newest collection, 
Man in the Moon, where she hand picked these incredible carved moonstones is a 
celestial dream. Moonstone and diamond earrings set in 18K yellow gold. 

Retail $3,655
806.543.5941

05 
Shy Creation

Shy Creation- Leading manufacturer and 
trend setter, Shy Dayan chief designer of 
Shy Creation along with his sister Kathy 
design with the modern and classic 
woman in mind. Luxury crafted and full 
of sparkle, each collection from this 
mega jewelry house can easily blend 
into any woman’s everyday jewelry 
ensemble. I would wear these 14K white 
gold and diamond star fringe earrings 
with a t-shirt and jeans on a daily basis. 
Available in 14K rose and yellow gold.

Retail $990
info@shycreation.com
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The following article by David Brown on Inventory Management is a good one and contains practical suggestions on how to manage your 
inventory.  It does however, omit the discussion of what exactly to do with product that is no longer selling.

There are as many opinions of what to do as there are retail jewelers.  The simple straightforward method is run a sale.  I know there are many 
jewelers who look at sales as distasteful.  They believe sales ruin your image and damage your pricing credibility.  Au contraire, sales are a part 
of every business today and jewelry is no different.  A recent (October 1-11) NRF survey of 7313 people revealed “Sales and discounts remained 
the largest factor in choosing a particular retailer.  71% of the respondents cited sales and discounts as the reason to shop a particular store!  It 
can’t get much clearer that this survey!!!

How you do the sale, when you do it, how you promote it, and how long you run it are all variables at your disposal.  The point is JUST DO IT.  
And, make it a practice to do it on a regular basis.  Not to decide is to decide!

       Editor’s Note What is your strategy to deal with surplus product?

KEY STEPS TO EFFECTIVE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Inventory is the lifeblood of any business. It is often 
your greatest cost and the biggest burden on cash 
flow. Keeping it under control is a fulltime job, yet 
many retailers adopt a haphazard approach to its 
management – allowing the inventory to control 
them rather than the other way around.

In order to get the best out of your inventory there are a number 
of key steps that can help you manage it more effectively.
•  Set re-order levels. As we often repeat 80% of items that 

sell are fast sellers – that also means 80% of inventory 
orders should be reorders. This alone removes much of the 
inventory management process and automates it in a way 
that can save both time and money

•  Divide your inventory into categories. Not all inventory is 
created equal. Within the product lines you carry will be the 
following types of product

• High ticket items that don’t turn over quickly (think diamonds)
• Medium priced items that will turn over slightly quicker
•  Cheaper items that can turn over rapidly (silver and giftware)

How you handle each of these is different and an effective 
management strategy needs to take this into account. You 
wouldn’t monitor your diamond turnover as frequently as your 
silver earrings but ordering of this product will have a more 
significant effect on cash-flow and aged inventory and your 
higher ticket items will have a greater consequence for your 
business. Design a strategy that reflects each area.

Include repairs in your inventory management process. Often 
inventory control can focus around product that you own 
but effective management should also include repairs of 
customer’s items that you have. Work in Progress is part of 
inventory control and the turnaround of repairs can have a big 
impact on your cash-flow as well.

Remember– the first items in should be the first items out. Even 
though jewelry is not a perishable item it still makes sense to 
manage it on a first- in first-out basis to prevent tarnishing, 
worn tickets and any in-store wear and tear

Don’t ignore your carrying cost. Inventory cost is more than just 
the buy-in of the item. Additional expenses such as cleaning 

costs, storage, boxing, and insurances can add 20-30% to the 
costs of any item in store. Have a plan for excess inventory. All 
businesses suffer from surplus product, discontinued lines and 
slow selling items therefore there is no excuse not to have a 
strategy to deal with it.

Do regular inventory audits. What your records say and what 
your store tells you will seldom agree at any random point in 
time. That’s why regular checks should be part of your store 
policy to protect against error and theft. This can be done on 
two levels
•  Regular full audits. A closed-door full inventory should be 

undertaken at year end and more often as required
•  Spot checks. A random check on individual stock codes. This 

picks up errors but also signals to staff you are vigilant and 
expect them to be also.

•  Cycling checks. On a rotating business, whole departments 
can be checked (perhaps once a week)Have good inventory 
software. Your inventory control will only be as good as the 
system you use. A good business system has, as its hub, a 
good inventory system. You need one that is simple to follow 
and can be relied on for accuracy. This investment is worth 
its weight in gold.

Appoint a person in charge of managing it. Management means 
having someone to manage! Effective inventory management 
involves having a clear overview of your inventory strategy 
and ensuring it is effectively carried out. A dedicated person 
responsible for this and ensuring the measurement procedures 
are in place and are being followed will minimize inventory 
levels from becoming out of control or stale.

Managing your inventory effectively can save you a fortune in 
time and money on a weekly, monthly and annual basis – year in 
and year out. Take the time to put an effective system in place.

David Brown
David Brown is President of the Edge Retail 
Academy, an organization devoted to the 
ongoing measurement and growth of jewelry 
store performance and profitability. For further 
information about the Academy’s management 
mentoring and industry benchmarking reports 
contact inquiries@edgeretailacademy.com or 
Phone toll free 877-569-8657
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Kir offers beautiful 
holiday themed 
graphics to use in  
ads and at point  
of sale 

With the holidays quickly approaching, it’s the perfect time to 

review, revise and refresh sales techniques you use.  Let’s face it, 

you have stocked up with the latest merchandise, increased your 

advertising, mailed and posted news about your store.   The real 

key to a successful holiday season is a well-trained professional 

sales team.  The following concepts are not new, they are however, 

important reminders of key retail selling principles with the added 

value of the benefits of sterling silver jewelry!

Customers will pick up on the energy you give out so make sure you 
give out a positive energy in the store and are genuinely interested in 
helping customers.

Sterling tip: silver delivered the best 
inventory turn according to 57% of 
respondents* in 2017.

that enters your store. This doesn’t mean that you have 
to speak to every customer personally, especially, if 
they are already being helped by another salesperson. 
But rather, make sure you smile, nod or acknowledge 
through body language each customer who walks into 
your store. Let them know that you are happy to see 
them!

Sterling tip: Sterling tip:  silver jewelry sales 
increased  according to 63% of  respondents.* 

Kir Silver Necklace $780. 
Kircollection.com

Kelim Silver Necklace $235. 
Kelimjewelry.com 

TEN TIPS FOR A STERLING

PiYaRo Sterling Cuff $1,799.    
piyaro.com

PiYaRo Holiday Offers: extended terms, in- store 
trunk shows and free displays with qualifying orders.

1 CHOOSE YOUR MINDSET.

2 ACKNOWLEDGE EVERY 
CUSTOMER

By Gloria Maccaroni
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 Belle Etoile offers A Gift 
with Purchase Program for 

the Holidays 

Belle Etoile Sterling Cuff $495.   
www.belleetoilejewelry.com

You really can’t start to sell 
without first understanding 
your customer’s needs. 
Be sure to ask a few 
questions to ensure you are 
recommending the best 
items for them.

Sterling tip: 29% of silver 
sales were for gift giving in 
2017. *

Use the quiet times in store to 
learn more about your products.

Sterling tip: log on to savorsilver.
com for information on silver and 
Savor Silver brand members

Establish a mutual feeling of 
friendliness and make the 
customer feel comfortable in 
your store.

Sterling tip: 47% of  
silver jewelry purchasers are  
in the 20-40 age range.*

Research shows that if you lead with features, you will receive 
more objections.

Sterling tip: a benefit of buying silver is that you can affordably 
add coordinating pieces for birthdays, anniversaries and 
special occasions.

Frederic Duclos Sterling Cuff $310.   
FredericDuclos.com

E L Design Sterling Earrings $297.  
 eldesigns.com   

EL Design offers 6 holiday banner images,  
on their Media Library for retailers marketing use.   

Log on, download and create! 

3 BUILD RAPPORT WITH THE 
CUSTOMER. 4 ASK QUESTIONS. 

5 TALK ABOUT THE BENEFITS RATHER 
THAN FEATURES. 6 BE KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT YOUR 

PRODUCTS. 

Bastian Inverun offers several holiday images  
for their customers use 

Bastian Inverun Sterling 
Earring $179.  

bastian-inverun.com 
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Title

By Author

TEN TIPS FOR A STERLING

You have been given 2 ears and one mouth so make sure you 
listen twice as much as you speak.

Sterling tip: 56% of respondents increased their silver 
inventory in 2017 *

Make sure the customer feels comfortable and don’t get 
defensive.

Sterling tip: 93% of retailers are optimistic that the silver 
sales boom will continue. *

The best sales people ask for the cross or up sell 100% of the 
time.

Sterling tip: suggest the matching earring, layer the bracelet 
or add a ring to build the sale.

It is a salespersons job to close the sale and the customer will 
expect you to do this. 

Sterling tip: 56% of retailers reported increased sales for 
silver during the 2017 holiday season. *

7 LISTEN TO THE CUSTOMER! 8 MAINTAIN RAPPORT WHEN 
DEALING WITH OBJECTIONS. 

9 ALWAYS CROSS SELL. 10 ASK FOR THE SALE. 

Phillip Gavriel Sterling Cuff $240   
phillipgavriel.com

Phillip Gavriel offers fine jewelry at a great price point. 
These popcorn buckle bracelets for under $300 making 

them great holiday gifts. 

 Martha Seely Sterling 
Necklace $395   

marthaseely.com

Martha Seely offers great 
post cards to use to 

announce holiday events 

Korite Sterling Ring $425. 
Korite.com 

This Christmas try KORITE 
Ammolite. Inspirational 
designs that is fashion 
forward and extremely 
affordable. Set in the finest 
silver!

Pamela Zamore 
Sterling Ring $250 
Pamelazamore.com
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Gloria Maccaroni

Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service     
(SPS). SPS develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate 
demand for silver jewelry in major markets. For more information by writing to info@savorsilver.
com. Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver 
jewelry sales.
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Kin & Pebble Holiday Themed Marketing

Kin & Pebble now has holiday themed digital marketing 
resources available to their retail partners. Files are available 
for download on their website. For those with digital marketing 
frames from Kin & Pebble, the files should already be displaying 
in your slideshows. For additional information about available 
marketing options, please call 877-265-7994 or visit www.
KinandPebble.com.

Quatro Polisher from Gesswein

Quatro, the world known name in dust collection and fresh 
air now brings their knowledge and quality to your Bench 
top! The Quatro CB Desktop Polisher is a true all-in-one 
desktop polisher. Built to the same standards as other Quatro 
Dust Collectors, the CB Polisher is the ultimate desktop unit 
capturing precious metals when polishing and cleaning/
purifying the air when not polishing and best of all you get two 
units for the price of one! This unit stands out from other similar 
sized units in that the CoolBlue polishing motor can be off set 
allowing one side to be installed with an inside ring buff. (Takes 
up to 6” Buff). The open filtered polishing motor is 1/2 horse 
power and 2 speed. It draws air on one side and discharges on 
the other. This reduces motor heat and debris that can cause 
wear to the bearings. Replaceable filters (854-1081, pkg of 6) 
can be sent to your refiner to reclaim gold dust. Backed by a 
one-year manufacturer’s warranty. Made in Canada 

Features:
•  3-stage filtration: rouge pre-filter (854-2091), extra surface 

dust filter (854-2103), TRUE 99.97% HEPA Filter (854-2079)

•  Can be used with Inside Ring Polishers by off setting polishing 
motor. 

•  Built-in AIR PURIFIER to purify the air in the room even if not 
polishing

•  Cool Blue Open Filtered Polishing Motor has Emergency 
“Safety-OFF” Switch

•  LED Illuminated work surface (LEDs c/w separate ON-OFF 
switch)

•  Vibration isolated Polishing Motor for extra quiet operation
•  Extra Large debris capture/intake area - 8”L x 4”W
•   Extra-large protection shield is replaceable (854-1471, 2pk)
• Includes Tapered spindles

For More Information contact sales@gesswein.com at 203-
366-5400 or visit www.geswein.com

SimplexDiam & Eaton Hudson Jewelry Advisors 
Transition Consultation

SimplexDiam Inc and Eaton Hudson Jewelry Advisors have 
joined forces to create a powerful and experienced joint 
venture to provide guidance to store owners seeking to turn 
around a business, sell off unwanted inventory, or liquidate 
an entire store. Jewelers looking to SimplexDiam and Eaton 
Hudson for sales support will find themselves inundated with 
experience and resources. Their experienced management 
team and experienced staff will appraise the jeweler’s inventory, 
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promote the sale to ensure high traffic, provide additional fresh 
well priced inventory to sell on consignment if the jeweler’s 
inventory is insufficient, bring in supplemental sales staff where 
necessary and provide an experienced sales supervisor to help 
coordinate the sale once it begins. The result is a sales event 
that leaves the jeweler in a much more advantageous financial 
position with the freedom to proceed with his plans.

“We admire the SimplexDiam, Inc team for recognizing the 
importance of specific industry expertise in our line of work and 
are glad to be a part of the launch of this strategic partnership. 
With Eaton Hudson and SimplexDiam together we have a 
tremendous amount of resources behind us and can draw 
from the financial capital and back office operational structure 
of the companies, allowing for a much greater expansion of 
the jewelry advisory services throughout the United States and 
Canada,” commented Bob Epstein.

About SimplexDiam, Inc.
For over 30 years, SimplexDiam has been one of North 
Americas leading sources for closeout jewelry as well as for 
jewelry manufactured in the USA. The Company focuses on 
several sources for its diamond and jewelry closeouts including 
retailers, wholesalers, manufacturers, pawnshops, gold buyers, 
refiners, financial institutions and Chapter 7 and 11 trustees. 
SimplexDiam sells to over 1,500 retail accounts in the US and 
internationally. The Company is regarded as a pioneer in this 
niche. Purchases range from regular closeout diamond deals 
and commercial jewelry to well recognized branded jewelry 
and even important estate pieces auctioned at Christies & 
Sotheby’s. For more information visit www.simplexdiam.com 
or contact at 212-883 0888 x 1010

About Eaton Hudson, Inc 
Eaton Hudson is owned by the Eaton Family, formally Eaton’s 
Department Store. It provides innovative and strategic solutions 
for the disposition of excess, obsolete and discontinued 
inventory and other assets. Using our financial strength 
and expertise, we partner with retailers, financial sponsors, 
strategic buyers, managers, lenders and advisors to develop 
creative and transparent structures that align interests, enhance 
liquidity and create positive outcomes. Eaton Hudson Jewelry 
Advisors worked with some of the largest jewelry chains in 
the country including, Friedman’s, Whitehall, Fortunoff, Ross 
Simons, Michael C. Fina as well as thousands of independent 
jewelers. Eaton Hudson and its management team have over 
25 years’ experience. 

For more information visit www.eatonhudson.com 
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Stuller Celebrates National Manufacturing 

The week of October 6th, Stuller, along with thousands of other 
manufacturers from around the country, opened its doors to 
motivate and inspire local high school students in celebration 
of National Manufacturing Day (October 5, 2018).

 Over the course of the week, students from Lafayette, Iberia, 
and St. Martin Parishes toured Stuller’s global headquarters to 
get a first-hand look at jewelry manufacturing. Students were 
able to see the entire jewelry process from metal fabrication, 
computer aided design and manufacturing, stone setting, and 
logistics and distribution.

“I have a passion for sharing my experiences. It’s always 
rewarding for me to demonstrate what we do here at Stuller in 
the hopes of inspiring the next jeweler, CAD professional, or 
leader,” says Jimmy Bernard, executive director of production 
operations. “They’re our future and we need to nurture their 
growth to influence them in positive ways.”

To learn more about Manufacturing DaySM, visit www.mfgday.
com

Formlabs Castable Resin with Wax

The next generation in Castable resin is here! Formlabs Castable 
Wax Resin is ideal for those designs that require sharp detail 
and clean casting every time! Contains 20% wax-filled material 
for reliable casting with zero ash content and clean burnout 
every time. Castable Wax Resin accurately captures intricate 
features and offers the smooth surfaces stereo lithography 
3D printing is known for. Printed parts are strong enough to 
handle with no post-cure required, suitable for custom try-ons 
and direct investment casting. Castable Wax is recommended 
for filigree, pavé, and pieces with ornate surface detail with no 
visible layer lines.

• Delicate geometries, high precision and accuracy
• A reliable, efficient workflow for easy burnout
• Castable Wax is wax-filled for easy, clean casting

For More Information conact Gesswein at 203.366.5400 or 
visit www.geswein.com.
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JA Announces Consumer Marketing Initiative To 
Launch in 2019

JA announced the association will coordinate the launch of 
a consumer marketing program in 2019. The campaign will 
be an industry-wide collaboration to increase consumer desire 
for jewelry and drive jewelry sales by promoting the unique 
and emotional aspects of jewelry ownership versus other 
disposable income purchases.

“The jewelry industry has voiced their needs for a generic 
consumer campaign that speaks with actionable, yet 
sentimental messages about jewelry,” says JA President & CEO 
David J. Bonaparte. “We are excited to be moving forward 
with the campaign that our industry has been so passionate 
about. We are also are calling on all levels of the supply chain 
to band together for this initiative that will truly be by the 
industry, for the industry.” 

Jewelers of America is currently raising funds for a test 
campaign. The hyper-targeted, digitally based campaign will 
run in a targeted region, allow the industry an opportunity 
to see the campaign creative in real time and establish key 
learnings before launching nationally. To raise funding, JA 
has established a “Pioneer Program” for those visionary 
companies who see the potential for the campaign success 
and want to contribute. Pioneer companies will be recognized 
through a variety of mechanisms, including: press coverage, 
inclusion in trade advertising, recognition in all digital content 
related to the program and recognition during the 2019 GEM 
Awards in New York. 

The current companies joining Jewelers of America in the 
Pioneer Program are: American Gem Society (AGS), Emerald 
Expositions, Forevermark, Gemological Institute of America, 
Gumuchian, Jewelers Mutual Insurance Group, JCK Industry 
Fund, Rahaminov Diamonds, Royal Chain Group and 
Greenland Ruby. 

To learn more about Jewelers of America, the Consumer 
Marketing Initiative, Pioneer Program and see the growing list 
of early adopters, visit https://www.jewelers.org/ja/marketing/
consumercampaign. 
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• Jumping Too Quickly Into The Sale: First, establish a rapport 
with your customer. Selling is about relationships 
and connection. Be impressive from the get-go. First 
impressions count, so make yours memorable. 

• Not Introducing Yourself and Getting Their Name: Get 
on a first name basis as soon as possible. Names are 
golden. You start first. Their name will follow. And 
don’t forget it. Use their name in the conversation.

• Trying To Read a Customer’s Budget by Their Look: Don’t 
try to read a book by its cover. And don’t stereotype. 
Treat every customer fairly. It’s the client who looks least 
capable of buying big that will fool you most often.

• Talking Too Much Instead of Listening: Listen first, talk 
second. You can’t learn about your customer by talking. 
Ask good questions and listen. Often you’ll have 
something sold if you’ll only shut-up and close the sale.

• Using Too Much Technical Information: Not everyone wants 
all the details. Match the information you share with 
what is needed for each customer. You aren’t a GIA 
instructor. You’re a salesperson. Act like one.

• Asking Yes/No Questions: If you ask a Yes/No question, 
you’ll get a one word answer. If you ask open ended questions, 
you’ll get dialogue. Getting the customer to talk is the only 
way you’ll discover what they want and need.

• Giving Too Many Options: Showing too many options will 
confuse and frustrate customers because they can’t focus and 
make easy choices. Confused clients walk away from a sale 
because they can’t make up their mind.

• Not Knowing Who the Real Decision Maker Is: Figure out 
who will make the decision to buy and focus more time and 
eye contact on that person.

• Selling Custom Too Quickly: You have an abundance of 
merchandise in your cases that you already own. Try to sell 
what you have in stock, not what you have to make. Custom is 
an option when all else fails.

• Not Treating Each Piece with Respect: Handle each item 
as if it were part of the Crown Jewels. Show care and concern, 
even reverence, for every piece of jewelry you show. Be a 
professional and treat your jewelry with respect.

• Not Romancing a Piece: Too often we focus on facts, not 

MISTAKES IN 
SELLING

By Bill Boyajian

Selling is the most important thing that goes on in a jewelry store.  
Lots of people will tell you how to sell, but few will tell you what to avoid  
in selling. Here are some very big NO-NOs:



Bill Boyajian

Bill is the former long-time president of the 
Gemological Institute of America, and is 
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian 
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for 
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and 
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership, 
business, and organizational development, 
family transition, and succession planning. 
Bill is the author of Developing the Mind of a 

Leader – Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business 
coach and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

benefits, and forget the emotional side of selling. Remember 
that you are selling beautiful items to insecure and unsure 
people for happy occasions. Romance the stone!

• Assuming the Customer Told You Their Real Budget: 
Start showing items in their stated price range for credibility, 
but sell to a higher price point because they will almost always 
go higher.

• Failing to Attempt an Add-On Sale: The best time to sell 
is when someone is buying. Don’t overlook a second or third 
sale. At the very least, plant a seed for a future sale by showing 
another item of beauty and elegance.

• Going Too Fast: Find the right pace for each customer. 
Selling is a process, not a race to the finish line. Make selling fun.

• Assuming Too Soon That You Have the Sale: Try to close 
the sale, but don’t be surprised if the closing process creates 
more questions or objections. Overcoming those objections is 
when the real selling begins.

• Failing to Turn Over a Customer: If you can’t make a sale, 
turn the customer over to another sales associate. Get your ego 
out of the way and bring someone else into the conversation. 
You can’t sell everyone!

• Not Offering a Free Service: Clean their ring. Play with a 
child. Pet their dog. Do something that costs you nothing but 
scores a lot of points.

• Forgetting About Security: Security should be on your mind 
all the time. Be alert. Be smart. Don’t leave pieces out. Show 
one item at a time. Never assume anything about anybody.

Avoid these mistakes and start selling 
more effectively today!
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Paying For Online Ads
In 2015, Data Logix partnered with Google to track 
people who clicked online ads then visited stores 

in-person to make a purchase. In a report published that year, 
Data Logix showed that 99% of in-store buyers had not clicked 
online ads. When this report was cited in a 2015 jewelry 
trade magazine, the attempted conclusion was to show that 
brick-and-mortar stores should not waste money with online 
advertising. Looking back on that editorial, I wonder how many 
jewelers misinterpreted it as “online ads do not work for brick-
and-mortar” when the real intention of the report was to show 
how well ads work when a brick-and-mortar store has a product 
catalog or ecommerce website. Product catalog websites are 
not easy to set up, but they provide a huge benefit for retailers 
once they are up. Whether you like it or not, this is the trend 
you should be following.

Reputation Management
In 2015 the trade magazines had editorials about 
reputation management and how important it was for 

word-of-mouth referrals. Not once did I see a mention of online 
reviews. After 3 years, jewelers are just starting to understand 
the importance of having recent reviews on Google, Facebook, 
and Yelp because new customers read them before considering 
a purchase. Several reputation management services are now 
helping jewelers capture new reviews that can appear either 

on a website or in one of the online review networks. Paying 
a reputation management service is an extra monthly expense 
I don’t think is necessary. With a simple adjustment to the in-
person sales process, you can invite people to leave an honest 
review on their own without paying for it. I foresee reviews 
being of even more importance in the next three years, but 
I also believe that getting too many reviews every month will 
work against your legitimate online reputation.

Shift to Social Media Instead of SEO
Another suggestion written in several editorials 
throughout 2015 was to shift all online marketing to 

Facebook or other social media and abandon search engine 
optimization all together. That really was a grossly inaccurate 
suggestion that came with an unfortunately high price tag of 
lost business and even store closings.

Shifting advertising to a social media platform forces you 
to follow the rules of that platform. Every social network 
redesign causes a disruption in your advertising procedures, 
tactics, and usually costs you more in higher ad fees with 
lower results. In the last 3 years, Facebook has severely 
limited the effectiveness of Business Page posts and now it’s 
more effective for jewelers to use Instagram. Today, I don’t 
even recommend Facebook unless it’s included as a line item 
of a larger marketing strategy. 

LOOK TO THE FUTURE,
LEARN FROM THE PAST

By Matt Perosi

Where would you like your business to be in three years? With the 2018 
holiday season imminent, you probably have few thoughts of what 2019 will 
bring, let alone 3 more years forward to 2022. 

I’m not one to make grandiose speculations for the future; instead, I’d rather 
look at the past 3 years to see what has changed and how the jewelry industry 
has reacted. Perhaps, there are a few lessons we can learn. 

Flipping through my 2015 jewelry trade magazine archives, I reread several 
editorials on marketing, internet, and customer service topics that the jewelry 
industry was just starting to embrace. I found a few notable topics that should 
be revisited briefly with some hindsight 20/20 vision.



Those who continued to focus on search engine optimization 
were able to follow usability improvements and make their 
website a better selling tool. Focusing on SEO also means 
that you are investing resources into the long-term success 
of your business. Although Google changes the way it ranks 
websites every day, the concept of providing your customers 
with quality content like blog posts, product reviews, photos, 
and videos is not new, and, it is what consumers want from 
you. Even though content production will take a lot of lot of 
time, keep your content production in-house by having one of 
your trained salespeople write blogs, record videos, and snap 
photos with their smartphone. 

Results of Following the Wrong Path
One of my own customers had a beautiful 4000 
square foot brick-and-mortar location for many years 
with most of their in-store sales in the summer and 
a lot of online promoted holiday season sales. With 

hindsight 20/20 vision, we now see that since 2014 they felt 
a decline in business and believed they should focus on their 
local advertising and Facebook. They didn’t request online 
reviews and they abandoned their website except for winter 
promotions. Even though their unique and flashy brick-and-
mortar personality and style was written about numerous times 

in several trade magazines over the years, including 2015, they 
succumbed to the new realities of social media and SEO for 
retail and had to close their doors in 2018. 

Looking Forward
I don’t know what the next 3 years will bring, but 
my last 3 years of experience with consumers, 
ecommerce, and websites in general show that 

people will visit your website when they want detailed 
information and when they are ready to purchase. This seems 
like standard consumer behavior now. Yet, most retail jewelers 
do not have enough product or service details or the ability to 
purchase online. 

Are you positioning yourself correctly for 2019? Give me a call 
and we can figure that out together.

Matthew A Perosi

Matthew Perosi reports the latest Internet trends 
and methods that are most relevant to the jewelry 
industry in his newsletters, videos, and blog 
available through jwag.biz. Tap into the more than 
1,500 free newsletters to guide you towards better 
usage of websites, social, and mobile. Matthew 
invites your feedback and questions at matt@jwag.
biz or 973.413.8211. Many questions from TRJ 
readers have turned into great newsletter topics.
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Relieve Stress this Holiday Selling Season

TO SHARE WITH YOUR 
EMPLOYEES

By Sue Fritz

Sue Fritz

Sue Fritz serves on the sales and marketing 
team at Berkley Asset Protection and 
Lavalier Personal Jewelry Insurance. Active 
in the Women’s Jewelry Association, she 
also served on the board for the Wisconsin 
Jewelers Association and the show 
committee for the Midwest Jewelry Show.

 

• Do your own shopping early – Easier said than done? Sure. But you won’t want to stay at 
the mall or venture in to stores once your shift is over. 

•  Breathe deeply and smile – You’ll send more oxygen to your brain and you’ll feel better. 
Others will either smile back … or wonder what you’re up to. Either way, it’s a win. 

•  Know when you need a break – When irate customers or fatigue get you down, ask 
your boss for just a few minutes to de-stress. If you take care of yourself you’ll be a better 
employee because of it. Your customers will appreciate it, too.

•  Find a quiet place – When you need a moment to yourself find a good spot to get away 
from all the hustle and bustle. Consciously relax and breathe. 

•  Watch for the bad apples – Most of your customers are happy to have your help to 
buy just the right gift, but remember your security training. Be vigilant to identify and 
respond to potential thieves. Check out the Grab & Run Prevention tips from Berkley Asset 
Protection. 

•  Dress appropriately – Choose comfortable clothing and wear good shoes with support 
for standing long periods behind a jewelry counter. 

•  Bring your own lunch – Don’t end up frustrated at the food court or standing in line at 
a local restaurant. Your lunch/dinner break should be time to unwind and recharge. And 
pack healthy … you’ll feel better.

•  Limit caffeine – A mid-day pick-me-up may sound like a good idea, but it will eventually 
cause you to crash. This will shorten your fuse and make it harder to handle customers. 

• Don’t take it personally – If a customer is difficult, remember it’s not about you. He or she 
may be irritated, but don’t take it personally. Focus on making this interaction the best part 
of his or her day! 

• Busy is good – It makes the day go faster. 

• Focus on pay day – When all else fails, remember your larger paycheck and how it will 
help you and your family have a memorable holiday. 

Tis the season to be jolly, even if you’ve been listening to “All I Want for Christmas Is You” 
for weeks. Stay positive and take time for yourself whenever possible so you can enjoy a 
happy holiday season with your loved ones. 

The holidays can be a magical time, but it might take extra planning to 
keep stress at bay if you work in the retail jewelry industry. This bustling 
selling season brings out busy days, irritable customers and long hours on 
your feet. Plus, the constant onslaught of Christmas music doesn’t ease 
your tension, either. So how do you maintain your good humor when you 
are the one taking the brunt of your customers’ holiday madness?

SOME GOOD IDEAS

TIPS TO KEEP THE 
HOLIDAYS HAPPY
Be proactive in the weeks before 
the big shopping rush hits.  
Use this time to create a plan  
to de-stress and make sure your 
holiday spirit isn’t crushed  
before Black Friday. 

A GIFT FOR YOU!
Be on the receiving end of a 
fun, relaxation gift from Berkley 
Asset Protection. We will send 
our mystery gift to the first 
50 who reply to marketing@
berkleyassetpro.com with your 
name, store name and your 
mailing address.
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Select Jewelry Show 
Announces 2019 Dates & 
Locations

Select Shows are smaller, more 
personal events featuring 55-65 of 
the most popular lines and prestigious brands. Select Shows were 
created ten years ago to provide the retail jeweler with comfort 
and convenience while working with nationally recognized fine 
jewelry designers and manufacturers in important categories 
retail jewelers need to achieve sales success.

The shows run Sunday and Monday. Complimentary breakfast 
and lunch and a fabulous cocktail party are available to all 
attendees. Qualified retailers receive complimentary hotel 
accommodations. For 2019 Select will be returning to the Ritz-
Carlton in Dallas, Texas - September 8-9,2019; the Ritz-Carlton 
Downtown, Washington, DC - September 15-16, 2019; and 
Foxwoods Resort & Casino in Connecticut - September 22-23,
2019. Be sure to put Select Jewelry Shows on your calendar 
and discover a new way to do business.  For more information 
visit www.SelectJewelryShows.com or call 844-285-1103.

Jewelers Mutual Adds New Board Members 

Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company announced two new 
members joining its board of directors effective October 1, 
2018, Marianne Marck, CIO at Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers, and 
Robert Reeg, Principal, RWReeg Consulting, LLC.

“Jewelers Mutual is an innovative force in the jewelry industry, 
and our board expertise should support the exciting and 
strategically important technological advancements being 
made by the company,” stated Mark Fiebrink, chairman of 
the Jewelers Mutual board of directors. Marianne Marck and 
Robert Reeg will be joining the Jewelers Mutual board in 
newly created openings, increasing the Board membership to 
12 individuals.

“Marianne and Robert bring another level of knowledge to 
our board,” said Scott Murphy, President and CEO of Jewelers 
Mutual. “Their combined technology and business expertise 
will complement our current capabilities while being invalu-
able resources to us as we advance our strategic initiatives into 
the future.”
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Benchmark

This 7mm comfort fit ring features rose 
gold wrapped in darkened Tantalum 
to create a softer effect to a modern 
industrial feel. MSRP: $865 (size 10).

205-345-0555Rembrandt Charms

Promote a starter bracelet set 
with holiday style. Available in 
sterling silver, gold plate, 10K 
gold, 14K yellow and white 
gold. MSRP range from $60 - 
$1,200.

800-828-7840

Bellarri

From the Marquesa Collection.
Blue topaz and peridot set in 
14K rose gold.  MSRP:  $1,750.

888-255-0192

Belle Étoile

Bon white earrings. White stones 
pavé-set into rhodium-plated, 
nickel allergy-free, 925 sterling 
silver. MSRP $240.

877-838-7628

Speidel

Men’s stainless steel watch 
with day date and 24Hr  
sub-dials, silver dial and 
genuine brown leather strap. 
SKU: 603381023,  
MSRP: $89.99

800-441-2200

THESTYLEPAGE

Alisa

This 9mm wide silver cuff bracelet has a curved 
basket weave surface and features interlocking 
18K yellow gold and 0.15 ct diamond circles. 
Handcrafted in Italy. MSRP $1,250.

888-253-6600
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In addition to Marck and Reeg, Jewelers Mutual’s board 
members are: Alex Barcados, Jonathan Bridge, Mark Fiebrink, 
Dione Kenyon, David Lundgren, Sherry Manetta, Scott Murphy, 
Kurt Steckbeck, Craig Underwood, and John Ward.

About Marianne Marck
Marianne Marck has led key technology transformation 
initiatives for companies such as Starbucks, Disney Interactive, 
Blue Nile, CNET, IBM and now Ritchie Bros. She has served the 
last two years as the CIO at Ritchie Bros., where she oversees 
all aspects of technology as it undergoes a transformation from 
a traditional company to a multi-channel, technology-enabled 
equipment management and disposition service provider.

About Robert Reeg
As the former President of Mastercard Technologies LLC, Mr. 
Reeg oversaw the strategic processing platform, systems network, 
software development, cybersecurity and customer operations 
at Mastercard, globally. Based at the technology company 
headquarters in St. Louis, Missouri, he served as a member of 
the company’s Executive and Management Committees.
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Ann Kim Joins Christopher Designs

Christopher Designs is pleased to announce the appointment 
of Ann Kim as Vice President Sales West Coast Region. Ann will 
spearhead sales on the west coast. She is a proven industry veter-
an having worked for key brands including Scott Kay, David Yur-
man, John Hardy, Ritani and Verragio. She has worked extensively 
with both independent and large corporate jewelry retailers. In 
her new position with Christopher Designs, Kim will be respon-
sible for growing distribution and sales volume in her territory.

“We are thrilled to add Ann to our sales force,” says Christopher 
Slowinski, President and CEO. “She has a stellar reputation 
among retailers and a proven track record. I’m certain that her 
experience will augment our sales force and help drive us to 
the next level on the west coast.”

“I’m thrilled to be working with Christopher Designs,” 
added Kim. “I have a passion for the industry and love the 
independent retail jewelry distribution channel. I am a firm 
believer that having the best relationships with your customers 
is the strongest foundation for success. From my previous 
experience, I understand and appreciate how Christopher 
Designs helps retailers differentiate and remain profitable in 
their diamond category.”

Kim’s experience also spans the retail and cosmetics industries, 
having worked for powerhouse brands such as Nordstrom and 
Bobbi Brown cosmetics (Estee Lauder Group), responsible 
for multi-millions of dollars in sales. She is a graduate of 
UC San Diego holding a dualmajor, Bachelor of Science in 
Management Science and Psychology.

Hoover & Strong and Polygon Launch myAuctionTM 
for Polygon Retail Jewelers

Hoover & Strong and Polygon announced the myAuctionTM 
service will be available to all Polygon retail jewelers as part of 
their membership, accessible directly on the member platform 
(www.polygon.net). 

The innovative myAuctionTM service allows retailers to take 
in goods directly from customers and include them in a 
professional diamond auction. Customers have complete 
transparency, with the ability to follow their items and bids 
online in real-time. They also have final say when it comes to 
accepting or rejecting the final bid, which gives them not only 
total control, but also complete reassurance in the process. 
“One of the biggest challenges in buying goods off the streets 
is developing a trust relationship and reassuring your customer 

that they’re getting the best value for their goods,” says Shelly 
Katzir, Diamond Auctions Manager at Hoover & Strong. “The 
myAuctionTM service allows customers to feel at ease, and 
that they’re getting the most for their jewelry.” 

Better yet, retailers can brand the service as their own while 
taking advantage of Hoover & Strong’s end-to-end service. 
Customers leave their items with the retailer, who submits 
them to Hoover & Strong. Goods are inspected, photographed 
and graded at Hoover & Strong’s facilities, and entered in 
the auctions, accessible to hundreds of wholesale buyers. 
Moreover, because Hoover & Strong takes care of the grading 
and inspection, anyone on staff can take goods in – not only 
those who are experts in diamond valuation.

Once a bid is accepted by the customer, the sale is guaranteed 
and payment is processed within 24 hours. The retailer gains a 
happy customer, and a commission for every item sold! There 
are no fees if the customer rejects the final bid, and goods are 
simply shipped back. 

“So far, we’ve had great response,” says Katzir. “We’ve been 
working with a select group of retailers and have found that 
with an average of only 2 items per month entered at auction, 
retailers can earn over $10,000 in commission.”

As part of the partnership, Polygon members are pre-approved 
to participate in myAuctionTM. Retailers can access the auction 
console directly via the Polygon member platform. Earlier this 
year, Hoover & Strong and Polygon announced a partnership 
whereby all Polygon members could access Harmony Diamond 
Auctions through their Polygon accounts. 

Both buyers and sellers have been excited by how quick, 
seamless and transparent the process is. So far, over 4,300 
diamonds have sold at auction. Harmony Diamond Auctions 
are held twice a month (Mondays -Wednesdays) and feature 
single diamonds larger than 0.40ct or parcels of diamonds 
larger than 0.20ct with a minimum carat weight of 1.00ct.

To learn more about the Harmony Diamond Auctions or 
myAuctionTM, call 800-759-9997, Ext. 164.

New Mineral ‘Crowningshieldite’ Named in Honor of 
Gemology Pioneer

Researchers at GIA in collaboration with researchers at the 
University of Padova, recently discovered crowningshieldite, 
a new mineral named in honor of G. Robert Crowningshield, 
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a pioneering figure in gemological research for more than 
50 years at GIA. Crowningshieldite was 
discovered as an altered inclusion in two 
diamonds from the Letseng mine in Lesotho. 
GIA Research Scientist Dr. Evan M. Smith 
publicly announced this new mineral at GIA’s 
annual research meeting and presented it at 
GIA’s International Gemological Symposium 
on October 8, 2018.

Crowningshieldite was accepted as a mineral by the 
International Mineralogical Association. Smith and his team 
of researchers discovered crowningshieldite while examining 
inclusions in CLIPPIR diamonds – a variety of type IIa diamond 
that forms at significantly greater depths than most diamonds. 
Crowningshieldite is a nickel sulfide mineral with a hexagonal 
crystal structure and can be regarded as the high-temperature 
polymorph of the mineral millerite. 

It is also the naturally occurring analog to the synthetic 
compound known as α-NiS. The mineral is proposed to have 
formed by alteration or chemical modification of originally 
metallic, polyphasic inclusions. These iron and nickel-rich 
metallic inclusions are the most prevalent type of inclusion 
found in CLIPPIR diamonds.

“Discoveries such as this propel our understanding of 
diamonds and the earth forward; this is why research is the 
cornerstone of GIA’s mission,” said Tom Moses, GIA executive 
vice president and chief laboratory and research officer. “I can 
think of no better way to honor Mr. Crowningshield’s legacy.”

G. Robert Crowningshield took GIA and the young science 
of gemology to new scientific heights. His first breakthrough 
came in 1956, when he discovered and documented the 
spectroscopic feature characterizing yellow irradiated 
diamonds. In 1971, he wrote the first report on gem quality 
laboratory-grown diamonds. His observations about the 
identification criteria for laboratory-grown diamonds discussed 
in that article, such as color zoning, metallic inclusions and 
uneven patterns of UV fluorescence, are still used today for 
diamond identification. Crowningshield is also recognized 
for reporting on many discoveries about pearls and colored 
stones. His 1983 landmark article described a naming 
convention for orange-pink “padparadscha” sapphires and 
he published more than a thousand brief observations in the 
regular Lab Notes column – that he originated in 1957 – of 
Gems & Gemology, GIA’s quarterly professional journal.

Smith presented details about crowningshieldite at GIA’s 
sixth International Gemological Symposium, October 7-9 
in Carlsbad, California. A specimen of the new mineral will 
be housed in GIA’s museum collection at the Institute’s 
headquarters in Carlsbad, California.
 
The left image shows a diamond sample that contains the newly 
recognized mineral crowningshieldite, in the dark area circled 
in red. The sample is an offcut from a larger type IIa diamond 
from the Letseng mine, Lesotho. The right image shows an 
enlargement, using an electron microscope, where individual 
grains of crowningshieldite are seen in a fine-grained mixture 
with other minerals. Photo credits: Evan M. Smith (left image) 
and Fabrizio Nestola (right image).

SJTA Extends Resources to Industry Members 
Affected by Hurricane Michael

As authorities begin to assess the damage and respond to the 
immediate needs of those affected by Hurricane Michael, The 
Atlanta Jewelry Show is offering its assistance once again to 
help support the recovery efforts of our industry friends and 
members.

Executive Director Libby Brown announced that the full 
resources of the Atlanta Jewelry Show will be available to 
affected communities. “During this time of great need, I want to 
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assure our retailers and vendors that our team is here for them in 
whatever capacity necessary to aid in their recovery. The Atlanta 
Jewelry Show is a year-round resource for our independent 
jewelry retailers, sales representatives, and vendors,” Brown 
said. “We don’t stop working for you when the show ends. We 
stand ready to support you in good times and bad.”

The AJS office staff will tap into its vast resources and 
nationwide connections in order to make the lives of AJS 
community members as easy as possible during the post-
storm recovery phase. Are you a vendor can provide relief or 
materials to those affected by these disasters? 

Are you a retailer who has extra supplies that your fellow 
retailers might need to help them get their businesses back 
up and running? 

Have you been affected in any way? If so, please reach out to 
us. Recovering from these types of natural disasters is a long-
term process that can last months or years. We’re happy to 
make our resources available to you for as long as you need. 
In closing, Brown said, “The Atlanta Jewelry Show staff is 
committed to laying a foundation from which those who are 
affected in our industry can begin to rebuild and thrive. We are 
more than willing to work with you in whatever capacity we can 
to make that happen.”

For more information on how you can help the Atlanta Jewelry 
Show extend relief to affected industry members, or if you are a 
member of the AJS community in need of help, please call the 
Atlanta Jewelry Show office at 800-241-0399 or 404-634-3434.

Orbis Joins Jewelers Direct as Charity Partner in 
Bling for Blindness Auction   

Jewelers Direct, a cooperative group of 100 US-based retail 
jewelers, announced that it has welcomed Orbis International 
as a partner in its Bling for Blindness benefit auction. The 
auction, which features nearly $15,000 in jewelry up for bids, 
includes Tiffany & Co. estate merchandise as well as unique 
diamond pieces. To date nearly $6000 in jewelry has been 
auctioned through Bling for Blindness, with 100% of the 
dollars raised donated directly towards surgical procedures for 
the blind. 

Orbis is an international NGO that brings people together to 
fight avoidable blindness. With its network it mentors, trains 
and inspires local teams to fight blindness in their communities. 
Orbis International believes that no one should live a life of 

unnecessary blindness, simply because of where they were born.
Aleah Arundale, founder of Jewelers Direct said, “I am pleased 
to welcome Orbis International as a partner in our Bling for 
Blindness Benefit Auction. The Orbis Flying Eye Hospital is 
unlike anything I’ve ever seen before. The Flying Eye Hospital 
is a state-of-the-art teaching facility complete with operating 
room, classroom and recovery room - this amazing aircraft 
has been an example of the marriage between medicine and 
aviation since 1982.”

The Jewelers Direct BLING FOR BLINDNESS auction is 
in its second week, and will continue until the items are all 
auctioned. Items up for auction will be pinned at the top of 
the Jewelers Direct Facebook feed and easily identifiable. 
Auction merchandise will have no minimum bid, and bids will 
be accepted in $25 increments.

“There’s no money in this world that can pay for the joy of 
someone who was blind and then suddenly they regain their 
vision,” Arundale said. “With your help, we can change the 
way the world sees.”

For more information on BLING FOR BLINDNESS, or to bid 
on any of the items up for auction during this event visit 
JewelersDirect.org

Samuel Spil Company 
Announces 2018 Holiday 
Booklet

Booklet features retail ready 
merchandise showcasing great 
selection and triple-key pricing

With the season of giving right 
around the corner, Samuel Spil 
is giving its customers a holiday 
treat. The new 12-page Samuel 
Spil Company Holiday Booklet 
is out, and it has something for 
everyone.

The full-color booklet showcases current trends, including 
bars, bezels, stacks and Tree of Life jewelry, plus a beautiful 
selection of colored stone jewelry and classic diamond pieces. 
Samuel Spil also has an extensive collection of merchandise 
specially priced for Black Friday, Small Business Saturday and 
Cyber Monday, plus in-store deals that can be promoted for 
stocking stuffers, doorbusters and giveaways.
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The Holiday booklet comes ready to share with customers and 
is marked with triple-key pricing. It can be personalized with 
your store name and address information, making it an easy 
to use and convenient sales-tool to place on your website and 
across social media.

When asked about the Holiday Booklet, Morris and Linda Spil 
said, “We are very excited about the 2018 Holiday Booklet as 
well and the economy heading into the 4th quarter. Best wishes 
to everyone for a happy, healthy, prosperous Holiday Season.”

Samuel Spil Co also has a significant stock of closeout 
merchandise available for purchase, with price points designed 
to drive sales and special events. Most items are available 
in stock, and the company will accept orders on in-stock 
merchandise for Christmas delivery through December 23.

The 2018 Holiday Booklet can be previewed online at: 
http://online.anyflip.com/wgtx/aiyt/mobile/index.html
Existing customers can find more information on holiday 
merchandise and closeouts online at: SamuelSpil.com
For more information on the Samuel Spil Co., 2018 Holiday 
Booklet visit SamuelSpil.com online, call 800-438-1714.

Plumb Club Launches New Website, Logo and 
Tagline

The Plumb Club announced the launch of a new, completely 
redesigned website: PlumbClub.Com. The launch also marks 
the official transition to their new logo and tagline, “Educate, 
Innovate, Connect,” previewed during the 2018 Las Vegas 
Jewelry Market Week this past June.

The new website is the next step in the organization’s strategic 
plan, designed to expand The Plumb Club’s reach year-round, 
broaden its retail community, and positively impact the future 
of the fine jewelry industry.

“PlumbClub.Com is designed to be a portal into the many 
activities we have planned to help the jewelry retailer be 
successful. The site will serve as a hub, hosting news articles, 
research, webinars and trend data, to name a few highlights,” 
says Lawrence Hess, Executive Director. “Every retailer, no 
matter how large or small, will be able to find something that 
can be used to expand their business and knowledge.”

The new Plumb Club logo, which will be used in gold as the 
corporate symbol, and in their iconic purple for tradeshows and 
pavilions, includes the words “Educate, Innovate, Connect,” 
which are the three foundational pillars that will guide the 
Plumb Club’s strategy, marketing and focus for the future. 

For information about The Plumb Club, contact Lawrence Hess, 
Executive Director, at 201-816-8881 or visit www.plumbclub.com.

Chatham Debuts Diamond Fashion Collection

The Chatham name has been associated with color for many 
years. That is about to change. Seeing a massive increase in 
inquiries, Chatham is debuting its Diamond Fashion Collection, 
introducing a variety of innovative styles and category offerings, 
to answer its customers’ calls for lab-grown diamond jewelry. 
Dimension and sculptural elements are the highlight of the 
collection, which includes pendants in varying geometric 
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forms, set with pave lab-grown diamonds, strung on black 
German silk cords. The fire and brilliance of these pieces are 
highly reflective due to the top tier lab-grown diamonds used; 
all stones are D-E-F / VVS / triple EX quality.

The collection is comprised of pendants, rings, earrings, and 
cuffs, in high polished 14K yellow, white or rose gold. Illusion-
style earrings are among the newest designs to be included in 
Chatham’s repertoire, as well as bolder rings inspired by past 
trends. The collection represents a high-end, upscale look made 
with superior craftsmanship and great attention to detail and finish. 

Beyond lab-grown diamond melee, Chatham’s offerings also 
include loose lab-grown diamonds, up to 5 carats. Shapes 
include rounds, ovals, emeralds, pears, heart, marquise and 
cushions; clarity ranges from I to IF, and color, from D to J.  
Chatham grows diamonds using both methods of growth: 
CVD and HPHT. Both produce high-quality diamonds, but 
interestingly, the HPHT method facilitates the introduction 
of the element boron. This blend with carbon still produces 
colorless lab-grown diamonds, but it radiates a blue brilliance 
as light reflects its facets. 

With the launch of the new collection, Chatham offers retailers 
the opportunity to become a Chatham Diamond Dealer, the 
brand’s latest partnership program. The program’s parameters 
are as follows:

Chatham.com lists its lab-grown diamond 
inventory online to the consumer. When a 
consumer requests to look at a lab-grown 
diamond listed, Chatham refers them to 
their closest Chatham Diamond Dealer.

The retailer’s commitment is to carry three 
Chatham lab-grown diamonds (a minimum 
of 1 carat each) at all times, allowing the 
consumer the ability to compare a one-carat 

lab-grown to an earth-mined

Chatham also allows their Diamond Dealers to list their 
inventory on their store’s websites, allowing for better exposure.  
Chatham’s Diamond Collection is now available at Chatham.
com, as well as through their network of authorized retailers. 
The collection’s retail prices range from $550 to $9,000. 

The Collective Las Vegas Creates a Powerful Shift in 
the Market Week Landscape

“3 Shows, 1 Hall, 1 Badge” Message to Promote LVCC as 
Destination Venue. The three shows taking place at the Las 
Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) May 30th to June 3rd 2019—
AGTA GemFair™ Las Vegas, Las Vegas Antique Jewelry and 
Watch Show and PREMIER—announce the launch of their joint 
marketing campaign, The Collective. In an effort to maximize 
the strength of the three shows, to highlight the benefits of 
exhibiting at LVCC, and to create a cohesive message to their 
buyer base that the LVCC is a destination venue during Market 
Week, all three of the shows’ organizers will be placing ads 
promoting the “Reimagining the Market Week Experience” 
message in various publications, across social media platforms 
and in targeted online initiatives. 

“We felt that it was imperative to have a consistent message 
with which we can promote the LVCC as a whole,” explains 
Douglas K. Hucker, CEO of American Gem Trade Association. 
“By establishing ‘The Collective,’ we are conveying to retailers 
and designers that the LVCC is a comprehensive, one-stop-shop 
venue for all of their buying needs, and we are reiterating the 
message that our three, co-located shows are collectively creat-
ing a powerful shift in the landscape of Las Vegas Market Week.” 

“‘The Collective’ is representative of our three compelling 
events, as well as the strength of our on-going partnership,” 
noted Drew Lawsky, Show Director of PREMIER and the JA New 
York Shows. “AGTA GemFair™ Las Vegas has been a pinnacle 
event in Las Vegas since Market Week was first established, 
and the Las Vegas Antique Jewelry and Watch Show has been 
drawing a robust crowd of motivated buyers for the past 25 
years. PREMIER’s partnership with these mainstay events 
provides retailers with additional access to designers, brands 
and manufacturers that can round out their buying needs, and 
we are thrilled to present our unified message to our existing 
and prospective retail partners.” 

“‘The Collective’ highlights the unique position of the LVCC 
within the overall Las Vegas Market Week experience,” 
enthused Katrina Canady, Show Manager for U.S. Antique 
Shows. “Most of our vendors have been exhibiting with us 
for all 25 years that we’ve been in Las Vegas, and they’re 
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delighted to be joined by these two incredible events. They 
see a lot of synergy with AGTA GemFair™ Las Vegas vendors, 
and they’re confident that PREMIER’s exhibitors will showcase 
complementary products that are integral to their retailers’ 
buying needs.” 

While each of the three shows will also market their events 
individually, the “1 Badge, 1 Hall, 3 Shows” message will 
remain consistent throughout their respective promotional 
campaigns. A landing page, www.TheCollectiveLasVegas.com 
will provide both a centralized registration portal, as well as 
re-direct links to the registration pages of each of the three, 
independent events. In addition to promoting the LVCC as 
a destination venue, the campaign also highlights the more 
affordable price point exhibitors can take advantage of, as 
well as the exceptional customer service that both buyers and 
exhibitors can expect. 

For more information about exhibiting at AGTA GemFair™ Las 
Vegas, contact Mary Lou Keen at 800-972-1162 or marylou@
agta.org. For more information about exhibiting at PREMIER 
contact Drew Lawsky at 646-668-3730 or drew.lawsky@
emeraldexpo.com. For more information about exhibiting at Las 
Vegas Antique Jewelry and Watch Show contact Katrina Canady 
at (239) 494-5414 or katrina.canady@usantiqueshows.com. 

For more information about AGTA GemFair™ Las Vegas or 
to apply for press credentials, contact Megan Whitmire at 
Megan@AGTA.org or 800-972-1162. For more information 
about Las Vegas Antique Jewelry and Watch Show or to apply 
for press credentials, contact Michelle Orman at Michelle@
LastWordComm.com or -646-302-5521.

GIA Welcomes New Governor to Board

Global research team gathers at Institute’s world headquarters
The Board of Governors of GIA welcomed Samantha F. Ravich, 
Ph.D., as the newest member of the Institute’s governing 
body during their regularly scheduled meeting following the 
October 7 to 9 GIA International Gemological Symposium held 
at GIA’s world headquarters in Carlsbad, CA. Just before the 
Symposium, GIA’s global research team of nearly 60 experts 
gathered for their 12th annual meeting.

Dr. Ravich is the chair of the Transformative Cyber Innovation 
Lab, a not-for-profit organization with the mission to drive 
revolutionary, society-wide improvement in cyber resilience 
in both the U.S. government and the private sector. She is a 
managing partner of A2 Partners, LLC and serves on several 
government and private sector boards. She has extensive 
expertise in cyber risk mitigation, strategic business guidance 

and corporate culture transformation. Dr. Ravich joined the GIA 
Board of Governors following the departure of Karen Evans, who 
resigned in August to take a position with the U.S. government.

The more than 60 attendees at GIA’s three-day annual research 
meeting included GIA staff involved in research (more than 
20 with doctoral degrees), consulting scientists, fellows from 
the Richard T. Liddicoat Postdoctoral Research Fellowship 
program, and GIA governors and executives. The researchers 
reviewed topics including developments in instrumentation, 
advancements in detecting diamond treatments and laboratory 
grown gems, origin determination of colored gemstones and 
pearl structures.

The GIA Symposium has been held every five to seven years. 
This most recent meeting, with the theme ‘New Challenges. 
Creating Opportunities,’ showcased the latest scientific 
discoveries from leading researchers and, offered a unique 
program in collaboration with the Harvard Business School 
to examine key business issues – authentic leadership, 
disruptive innovation and customer centricity. The Symposium 
proceedings will be published in the Fall 2018 issue of Gems 
& Gemology, GIA’s quarterly journal, which will be available 
at no cost on GIA.edu in November. The role of the Board of 
Governors is to direct the strategy of the Institute to ensure 
that the mission and vision of GIA are followed in all decisions; 
that the reputation of GIA is preserved and continues to grow 
globally; and that the financial goals of the Institute are met. 
globally; and that the financial goals of the Institute are met.

 The GIA Board of Governors met in October at the GIA World 
Headquarters in Carlsbad, CA. Pictured from left,

seated: Thomas T. Yang, Thomas M. Moses, Susan M. Jacques, Board Chair 
Dione D. Kenyon, Thomas H. Insley,

Stephen F. Kahler and Barbara Lee Dutrow, Ph.D. Pictured from left, 
standing: Lisa A. Locklear, Robert Andrew

‘Andy’ Johnson, Lawrence Ma, John W. Valley, Ph.D., Amit Dhamani, 
Barbara A. Sawrey, Ph.D., Elliot

Tannenbaum and Samantha Ravich, Ph.D. Photo by Kevin Schumacher/GIA
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What began as a small watch 
repair shop in downtown 
Newport News in 1898, 
owned and operated by Alfred 
Jacob Hauser, Sr., has grown 
into a multifaceted, full-service 
resource for formal, classic and 
artist-inspired jewelry.

Hauser’s Jewelers is a five-
generation business that 
this year celebrates its 120th 
anniversary.

HAUSER’S JEWELERS CELEBRATES 

IN BUSINESS120 YEARS

Third generation patriarch Alfred W. Hauser, 
now 92, says, “ I am grateful to have watched 
this business bloom under the leadership of 
my son Lee, and now my granddaughter 
Amy.”

According to Joseph Astrachan, Ph.D., editor, 
Family Business review, only 3% of all family 
businesses operate at the fourth-generation 
level and beyond. Having a new generation 
in the wings can be golden. This has proven 
to be the case for Hauser’s.

Easily accessible on the Peninsula, Hauser’s 
central location is ideal for all of Hampton 
Roads. Lee Hauser is the fourth generation. 
He and his wife Vicki opted for retirement and 
sold the business in 2014 to their daughter 
and son-in-law, Amy and Brad Hart. 

Amy, a graduate of East Carolina University 
and the Minneapolis College of Art and 
Design with a Master’s Degree in Fine Arts, 
joined the family business in 1998. That same 
year brought registered jeweler Brad Hart 
aboard, rising to store manager in 2000. In 
2005, he and Amy married. You don’t have 
to ask where her engagement and wedding 
rings were purchased! 

Vicki and Lee along with Amy and Brad 
cite customer service; traditional and more 
modern inventory with across-the-board 
price points; and a combination of hard-copy 
marketing and today’s digital platforms as 
other key factors to their longevity. “Retail is 
changing,” says Brad. “It’s a hard landscape 
to navigate… There’s a reverence to the past, 
but you’ve got to keep current.”

Word of mouth is always in style.

Patty and Bob Feely of Newport News have 
shopped Hauser’s’ since 1968.

“Because of that wonderful first experience, 
we’ve never left Hauser’s. It’s that one-on-
one, first-name basis of warmth and caring 
that makes Hauser’s Jewelers such a special 
place to shop,” Patty Feely says. Dial the 
store and there’s no automated menu, no 

recorded voice with a countdown 
to the next agent.

Intergenerational buying has become a 
tradition for the Feely family. Their daughters’ 
engagement rings have all come from 
Hauser’s. That tradition is also evidenced by 
one of Hauser’s younger fans, Sydney Suttle. 
Her favorite memory was on her 18th Birthday. 
“My Nana called and asked me to meet her at 
Hauser’s,” says the Newport News resident. 
“She said she had something picked out for 
me, and she said, ‘you’re gonna love it.’” “I 
wear that pendant all the time and, to this 
day, when I wear it, I think of her.” 

While the brick-and-mortar storefront is 
essential for appealing to those wanting to 
see, touch and try on the bling, shoppers can 
go online to find Hauser’s and will soon be 
able to purchase online as well.

“We’re all getting busier,” says Amy Hart. 
“You have to be online to be in the game 
and be relevant.” 

When Drew Archbald moved to the area to 
be a high school math teacher, he and his 
fiancée Kristyn needed a jeweler. He went 
online. “And by sheer dumb luck, Hauser’s 
came up first,” he says. They’ve become 
repeat customers.

Amy designed the store’s first private label 
collection, called Hauser’s Be Happy, in 
18-karat gold with diamonds. A paper 
necklace crafted of smiley faces that 
daughter, Cecilia, made was the inspiration 
for the line, which is made in New York and 
starts at $1,320.

“You need us because we have things you 
won’t find anywhere else, with personal 
connections and pieces unique to us,” says 
Amy Hart. “We change things seasonally to 
keep the store fresh and inviting.”

This anniversary year will feature some 
celebratory events including several trunk 
shows, an exhibit at the Peninsula Fine Arts 
Center and a Birthday Gala later this season.



Men’s Historic Cannon Ball Jewelry

Historical Treasures is making unique and fashionable men’s 
jewelry with a nod to the past, by casting sterling silver and 
embedding it with remains of cannon balls used in The 
Revolutionary War.

After months of experimentation, they discovered a novel 
way to break down and blend the historical iron safely with 
the silver - leaving a one-of-a-kind finish and natural tarnish 
effect reminiscent of the colonial era. This product is a treat 
for history buffs, unique fashion oriented individuals, ‘hard to 
buy for’ customers, or just those who love a good story. With 
patriotism trending, this is a line you can carry that they have 
never seen before, and will undoubtedly inquire about. Also 
available with Civil War cannon balls, the jewelry has general 
appeal no matter your market.

The pendants, rings, and cuff links include distinct marketing 
and display materials to support the claims, and price points 
range from $7 to $50. The line also includes coin pendants 
with American coins from the 18th and 19th century. For a 
catalog or wholesale access call 727-998-2008.

WFDB President Ernie Blom Calls for Stronger Role 

for Diamond Body as 38th World Diamond Congress 
Closes 

Trade organization to establish Think Tank to strengthen 
global role. 
World Federation of 
Diamond Bourses 
(WFDB) President 
Ernie Blom called on 
exchange presidents 
and members to join 
hands to boost the 
global presence of 
the trade organization 
at the conclusion 
of the 38th World 
Diamond Congress at 
the Bharat Diamond 
Bourse (BDB). The 
WFDB is clearly the most important representative body in the 
global diamond trade, but needs to think how it can bring added 
benefits to members, he said. “Each president and member 
is an ambassador for the WFDB and the diamond trade and 
the good that diamonds do and needs to communicate this 
both in the countries in which they operate and when abroad. 
We have an enormous amount of knowledge, experience and 
intellect among our presidents and that should be used to 
find ways for us to further boost our global role,” adding that 
Israel Diamond Exchange President Yoram Dvash had agreed 
to lead the project. 

Blom also announced that during his fourth two-year term 
in office, he would be pushing a succession planning policy 
to ensure that younger members of the diamond trade are 
brought on board and become active in the running of the 
organization. “It is imperative that we all work to bring this 
about. There are many excellent younger members of the 
trade, both men and women, across the globe and we must 
help to groom them for positions of leadership.”
 
Blom also told the meeting that an additional layer of 
administration was needed to deal with an increased workload. 
On the challenges the diamond industry faces, Blom said 
bourses must be forceful in dealing with people found to 
be breaking the rules. “Every president and bourse must 
have zero tolerance for this activity and this must be clearly 
communicated.” 

Blom also commented on Know Your Client programs which, 
he said, were extremely important to the industry and which 
can help diamond firms become even more transparent. In 
addition, responsible sourcing has become a standard element 
of operations and members should embrace it.                 TRJ

Ernie Blom - President, World Federation 
of Diamond Bourses (WFDB) 




